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A Level Further Mathematics A

Exemplar Candidate Work

Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the
summer 2019 examination series.
OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars,
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has
been applied.
Please always refer to the specification https://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/further-mathematicsa-h235-h245-from-2017/ for full details of the assessment
for this qualification. These exemplar answers should
also be read in conjunction with the sample assessment
materials and the June 2019 Examiners’ report or Report
to Centres available from Interchange https://interchange.
ocr.org.uk/Home.mvc/Index
The question paper, mark scheme and any resource
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from
summer 2020. Until then, they are available on OCR
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins –
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/).
It is important to note that approaches to question
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may
make small adjustments to improve the performance of
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive
changes.
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Question 1

Exemplar 1

2 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar highlights the way in which candidates can lose marks by misinterpreting the demands of the
question – in this instance, by both under-appreciating the simple nature of the request AND over-judging the
requirement for a justification of the result.
The candidate here has stopped too soon in calculating the terms of the sequence (failing to realise that a secondorder definition requires two starting terms (which would, therefore, apply to a continuation of the sequence at any
intermediate (re-) starting point). Then, rather than making a simple observation of the nature of what is going on,
has reverted to a heavy-duty algebraic approach which, fortunately, has been abandoned before too much time
has been spent on it.
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Exemplar 2

2 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar script also illustrates this common oversight. The candidate has stopped too soon, presumably
believing that they have scored full marks; when, in fact, they have scored only 2/4. This error shows a lack of
appreciation of the structure of sequences defined by a second-order recurrence relation.
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Exemplar 3

3 marks

Examiner commentary
In this exemplar, the candidate has gained the first 3 marks by generating the terms through to u5 and u6, However,
it still highlights the comment given in the examiners’ report about missing the final mark by failing to make an
explicit statement linking these values to u0 and u1.
Candidates should be reminded that questions that have a given answer, i.e. ‘the sequence is periodic with period
5’, especially in combination with the word ‘Prove’, will need to give a clear justified mathematical argument and not
just a list of values.
This script was selected for some other interesting matters that arise here that may also be of benefit to the reader,
even when not pertinent to this particular question on the paper. The candidate has gone on to produce a piece of
extra working which would indicate that they have learnt a technique which would be appropriate IF the sequence
were convergent, and this limit would be one of the two solutions found (despite the dubious assertion on the top
right of the page, the second line would follow appropriately). In fact, this only reveals the two values which, if both
u0 and u1 were to be set to either of these values, then the sequence would be constant (that is, all terms would
continue to take the particular value chosen): this would make a sound point about how sequences behave and
could be explored (briefly) in class or given out as an exploratory piece of homework to be discussed next lesson.
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Question 2 (b) (i)
Exemplar 1

2 marks

Examiner commentary
The three aspects of the question were to verify that both fx and fy are zero and verify that the value of z is indeed
the one stated. In this exemplar both first partial derivatives are shown to be zero but the corresponding z-value
has not been calculated, missing the final mark for explicitly completing the verification.

Exemplar 2

0 marks

Examiner commentary
This second exemplar has only shown that fy = 0, thereby not showing sufficient evidence to gain any of the
available marks.
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Question 2 (b) (ii)
Exemplar 1

3 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar provides a minimalist, but complete, response; evaluating the determinant of the Hessian matrix as a
decimal, and giving a clear statement that the stationary point is a saddle point because this value is negative.
A common issue seen was where candidates did not score the third mark available by overlooking the need to
make the final point sufficiently explicit, something along the lines of ‘
stationary point is a saddle
point’, which would have overlooked the small, but significant, nuance of pointing out that it is the sign of the
numerical answer that is important and not its value. Candidates should be aware that it is their responsibility to
make the matter completely clear and not presume that the examiner will automatically assume this is what they
meant.

Exemplar 2

3 marks

Examiner commentary
This second exemplar has worked in exact form and again explicitly provides a clear statement that the stationary
point is a saddle point because this value is negative.
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Question 3 (a)
Exemplar 1

2 marks

Examiner commentary
In going from line 1 to line 2, the candidate has multiplied by 3 throughout. From 2 to 3, they have subtracted 19x
on the LHS and 19 on the RHS (note that multiples of the modulus can always be added or subtracted at any stage
without comment or justification). From 3 to 4, they have multiplied by –1 throughout; then added 19x on the LHS
in going from 4 to 5. However, from 5 to 6, it is not at all clear why the correct answer has appeared at the end;
there really ought to be at least one intermediate step (or an explanation) which, presumably, involves multiplying
throughout by 9. A much shorter approach would have taken line 2 and subtracted 19x from the LHS but left
the RHS alone, producing 2x ≡ 18 (mod 19). Then, dividing throughout by 2 gives the final answer x ≡ 9 (mod 19).
Notice, however, that this “division” requires a justification: hcf(2, 19) = 1. Usually, the absence of this justification
would cost the candidate a mark since division is not something that can be done in modular arithmetic … instead,
what is actually happening is that the division process is replaced by that of multiplication by inverses (that is,
reciprocals) and the co-primality of 2 and 19 guarantees that each non-zero residue modulo 19 has a reciprocal
(using the same idea as that of inverses in Group Theory or, for that matter, where matrices are concerned); in this
case, the inverse/reciprocal of 2 is 10, which would lead from 2x ≡ 18 (mod 19) to 20x ≡ 180 (mod 19) and thence to
x ≡ 9 (mod 19).
On the one hand, then, the candidate has produced a lengthier piece of working than is necessary; on the other,
they have avoided the need to justify a “division” by focusing their attention solely on additions, subtractions and
multiplications.
In the two examples below, the first candidate has demonstrated the correct working and justified the division step
at the end (though the “7 < 19” bit is irrelevant and would simply be ignored by the examiner) while the second
one has divided by 11 (line 2 to line3) but not explained why this is a “secure” thing to have done.
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Exemplar 2

2 marks

Examiner commentary
In this exemplar, the candidate has demonstrated the correct working and justified the division step at the end
(though the “7 < 19” bit is irrelevant and would simply be ignored by the examiner) .

Exemplar 3

2 marks

Examiner commentary
This second exemplar has used correct notation, dividing by 11 (line 2 to line3); as a ‘Solve’ question there was
no expectation that an explanation why this is a “secure” thing to have done had to be seen (see specification for
further details on the ‘command words’ used in the assessment).

Exemplar 4

2 marks

Examiner commentary
This next candidate has gone right ahead and calculated the inverse/reciprocal of 7 (mod 19), namely 11, and then
multiplied throughout by this to get straight to the final answer. Although they have noted that hcf(7, 19) = 1, it is
now largely redundant in the sense that there is no need to justify the existence of an inverse when one has just
found it.
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Exemplar 5

1 mark

Examiner commentary
This exemplar highlights an important point on mathematical accuracy. The first three lines are simply restatements of the question in different formats. The “answer” then seems to have been spotted and subsequently
verified. Although this working (for such a short question) would not have lost any mark for a lack of method, it
will lose a mark for a notational shortcoming which – though it might seem trivial, even petty – actually makes
a difference to the final claim. The correct solution should read x ≡ 9 (mod 19). Even the statement x = 9 (mod
19) would have sufficed for both marks (though I would urge all teachers to impress on their candidates the
importance of using the proper notation). However, the answer stated by the candidate is unfortunately just x = 9
which suggests that there is only one value of x which satisfies the given congruence statement of the question,
whereas there are infinitely many possible answers.

11
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Question 3 (b)
Exemplar 1

2 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate has correctly and concisely established the non-existence of a solution to the simultaneous
congruences given.

Exemplar 2

0 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar contains a correct statement, but as a ‘Show that’ question with the answer given means that some
attempt to explain its relevance to the matter at hand is needed to gain credit.
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Question 4 (a)
Exemplar 1

7 marks

Examiner commentary
In many ways, part (a) of this question represents nothing more than a routine application of a standard method;
in principle, most candidates found this straightforward. Nevertheless, the issue of calculator use arises here when
candidates have to solve a pair of simultaneous equations in order to determine the values of the two arbitrary
constants which appear in the general solution of the recurrence relation. These two equations are correctly shown
in this exemplar. There are no ‘non-calculator’ questions; the specification makes clear that allowable calculators
can be used for any function that they can perform and that the defined ‘command words’ refer to the level of
mathematical justification that must be seen to support answers rather than any restriction of calculator use.
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Question 5 (a)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
Group Theory has featured in previous A Level syllabuses, though not on all of them, so the topic may be new to
some and not to others. Either way, there are a few details that candidates need to be aware of if they are not to
lose marks in small, seemingly silly, ways. A lot of these relate to the explanations or justifications that are required
at different stages of questions.
To begin with there are the four group axioms. The one regarding associativity is seldom an issue, since establishing
this property that applies to binary operations must either be general or, if established exhaustively, an enormous
waste of time and effort: it is for this reason that most Groups questions state explicitly that this property may be
assumed (along with the fact that most binary operations used are standard ones for which the property is known
to hold almost as assumed background knowledge). Interestingly, for this year, the associativity property put in an
appearance in the vectors work of Q6.
Apart from a few overenthusiastic candidates who got a bit carried away with the construction of a Cayley table
with large numbers of elements, most candidates coped readily with part (a). A few, however, seemed to lack
experience in trying to figure out what it is that constitutes finding a new element. In this exemplar the “elements”
of G included 11 (and the obvious identity element of 1) but the 9 and 21 seem to have been chosen randomly,
while the 41 = 112, which must be an element due to the principle of closure, has apparently been overlooked.
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Question 5 (b)

Exemplar 1

2 marks

Examiner commentary
Question 5 part (b) looked for an explanation from candidates. However, candidates need to make the distinction
between making a correct statement and making one that is both pertinent and justified. The best possible
response would look something like this exemplar.
At this point, it might be best to re-iterate comments made within the Examiner Report regarding the confusion
between the ways in which the properties of the identity element (e, say) are referred to. So, for instance, e’s order
is generally taken to be 1 since the order of an element x is the least positive integer ‘power’ k (using multiplicative
terminology) for which xk = e; and in e’s case, this is clearly 1. However, it is clear that e also satisfies the definition
of a self-inverse element (that is, an element of order 2) and so some refer to e’s order as 2. However, the use of the
term “order” in reference to an element actually springs from the fact that each element of a group generates a
cyclic subgroup of the main group of a particular order (k) and so the same word is used for the element as for its
generated subgroup; in the case of e, then, this is (again) 1. However, because of the minor amount of confusion
caused by these different terms of reference, examiners were instructed to ignore claims made regarding the
identity and concentrate on whatever was said in reference to the non-identity elements only.

Exemplar 2

2 marks

Examiner commentary
This candidate’s response was fairly typical, implying that the identities of G and H are self-inverse (i.e. order 2);
however, since the statement is correct relative to the other elements, full marks were given.
15
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Exemplar 3

2 marks

Examiner commentary
This next script goes slightly further still, stating explicitly that the identity of H has order 2. Again, the presence of a
correct ‘key’ statement has meant that both marks were given.

Exemplar 4

0 marks

Examiner commentary
In the above case, the candidate has made a valid statement about H on a relevant matter, but then did not say
anything about G with which to make a comparison on which a decision about whether or not the two groups are
isomorphic can be made; hence no marks, despite not actually having said anything incorrect.

Exemplar 5

0 marks

Examiner commentary
Whilst the response in this exemplar is a correct observation, it is does not constitute a complete explanation of
the situation, since it does not guarantee that there does not exist another ordering which would give a suitable
matching of corresponding elements between the two groups.
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Exemplar 6

0 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar is an illustration of the way in which the use of incorrect terminology can render an otherwise
suitable statement meaningless. Replacing the word “length” with “order” (twice) here would have gained full
credit, but scored zero, despite containing the essential kernel of the matter.
In class it would be best to emphasis responses should be concise, relevant and clear.

Question 5 (c) (i) and (ii)

Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
While (c) (i) was straightforward enough in its demands, (c) (ii) required a clearly signposted comment based on it.
Once again, there needs to be an awareness of the distinction between making a correct statement and making
one that is both pertinent and justified, as in this exemplar.
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Question 6 (a)

Exemplar 1

3 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar highlights quite marvellously the various approaches to the issue of how much working should
appear. There are three answers to be found here. The first result has almost no working shown, but the use of the
determinant method is clear and the answer is correct so the candidate scores 2/2. The second result, however, is
incorrect and there is no working shown, hence the candidate scores 0/2. The third result is also incorrect but there
is sufficient indication of the use of a suitable method (despite the lack of clarity over whether the k-component of
the first vector is a “–5” or a “–15”) and thus scores 1/2.

Question 6 (b)
Exemplar 1

1 mark

Examiner commentary
In part (b), few candidates thought to note that the associativity property needs to hold for all a, b and c in the
set (of three-dimensional column vectors) and that the result of part (a) provides one case where it doesn’t hold,
thereby producing a counter-example to the suggestion that the vector product is associative. However, for one
mark, this seems fair enough and an answer like the one seen in this exemplar was both perfectly acceptable and
very common (even though the final r doesn’t seem to be a vector).
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Question 6 (c)

Exemplar 1

2 marks

Examiner commentary
A full explanation to part (c)’s result is actually quite tricky but the key points are that a × (b × c) is perpendicular to
b×c, which is perpendicular to both b and c.
Hence a × (b × c) is in the direction of the plane containing (strictly speaking, parallel to) the vectors b and c. In
the event, an additional statement pointing out that, being perpendicular to a means that the resultant vector
“contains no part of a” would have been helpful, but there was no extra mark for this completeness and almost no
candidates thought to consider it. So this exemplar is a fairly typical of the responses seen, omitting to mention
anything about a in the final analysis but still scoring full marks (possibly slightly generously).

Exemplar 2

2 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar provides sufficient information to imply understanding for the lack of an a in the given result.
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Exemplar 3

2 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar includes mention of the two main points for why the given result holds. The candidate has
been given benefit of doubt for the slight arithmetic error.

Question 6 (d)

Exemplar 1

3 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar shows the simplest approach to this question, using the previous (given) result and established
properties of vectors.

Exemplar 2

3 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar backs up the result with a carefully constructed piece of supporting work.
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Exemplar 3

0 marks

Examiner commentary
This next exemplar has rightly identified (from part (c)’s given result) that the answer is a linear combination of
a and b, but then (presumably) also guessed the negative of the correct answer. Without working there is no
opportunity to award partial credit.

Question 7 (a)

Exemplar 1

4 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar highlights appropriate, efficient use of a calculator to ‘Find the exact value of A’. The question gave a
hint by requesting an answer as a ‘rational multiple of π '.
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Exemplar 2

4 marks

Examiner commentary
This is an excellent piece of mathematics, performing almost all of the necessary tasks analytically and arriving
at the correct final answer to part (a), for four marks. However, at line 2, the correct integrand has appeared
(admittedly in an unsimplified form) and the calculator could have been used at this point in order to find the
appropriate rational multiple of π (the wording of the question makes it clear that this is the case); so the candidate
could have resorted to the use of their calculator to obtain the correct answer and all four marks. In the event, this
candidate has only abandoned the analytical approach at the very final step; presumably, when the realisation
dawned that it was an appropriate thing to do with this question-part.
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Question 7 (c)

Exemplar 1

4 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar is from the same candidate as the previous manual solution to 7(a). It should be stressed that the
‘skill’ of abandoning an analytical (exact) approach in favour of a strictly numerical, calculator-based one is not
something that comes naturally to the better equipped mathematician – it also often goes very much against the
grain for teachers (and examiners), and also for those candidates with high levels of knowledge and understanding
of the subject matter.
Knowing when, and when not to, use the available technology is, in itself, an important and higher-level skill which
needs as much practice as any other aspect of the course.
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Question 8 (a)
Exemplar 1

4 marks

Examiner commentary
In part (a), most candidates who made any sort of an attempt realised that FLT (Fermat’s Little theorem) was involved
in there somewhere. Many went ahead and used it with some degree of relevance. However, when the reduced
form of the result is used, there is a ‘qualifying criterion’ that should (automatically) come with it; and many
candidates lost this mark just by not making this observation.
This exemplar illustrates a completely successful solution, which goes straight in to FLT and cites the relevant
reason why it can be applied in this situation. After toying with one or two ideas, this candidate soon realises that
the (p – 2)p – 1 can have one of the (p – 2)s split off, replacing (p – 2) with (–2) modulo p and then dealing with the
minus sign. In fact, they have made it look relatively straightforward; each step becomes reasonably clear once the
previous step has been taken. All-in-all, it is the less able candidates who expect to solve a problem by “seeing the
end from the beginning” and unstructured questions rely heavily on the skill of evaluating where one is after each
step before deciding where to go next. This solution progresses logically and the steps that ultimately do lead to the
solution often have to be fished around for as part of this process.
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Exemplar 2

3 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar shows an almost completely different approach, deploying the binomial theorem and completing
the exercise almost intact, just missing a reference to the necessary condition when FLT has been used near the
end. The previous exemplar had used FLT at the very start of their deliberations, which probably ensured a much
swifter resolution to the question.

Exemplar 3

3 marks
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Examiner commentary
In this exemplar this candidate has resorted to fractions towards the end of their working. Although it cannot be
said that a ‘rational’ statement is always wrong, it does, at this level, suggest a misconception of the use of ‘integer’
arithmetic when fractions are thrown into the mix.

Exemplar 4

2 marks

Examiner commentary
This next exemplar shows the problem of using division early in the working. In this case, the consideration of
proved an insurmountable problem. Note that FLT has been used (line 6 to line 7) but has not been flagged
by the candidate, nor has it been justified. The simple appearance of a “1” needs to be explicitly justified to be
confident that the examiner will award credit. The other important matter (from candidates’ perspective) regarding
the appearance of fractions within modular arithmetic working is that it can lead to the loss of a method mark
which necessarily means the loss of any accompanying accuracy marks.
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Question 8 (b)
Exemplar 1

2 marks
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Examiner commentary
Many candidates left this final part blank. Of the attempts made, the most successful focused almost exclusively
on finding the factor of 19, often quite messily. Surprisingly few candidates looked for (or found) the rather more
readily available factor of 3, as seen in this exemplar. Of the 7 marks available for Q8(b), only 2 of them were for
finding the factor of 3. In some ways, you will notice that this is a relatively brief matter, this candidate has appealed
to the fact that all non-multiples of 3 give a quadratic residue of 1 – though it would have been best to have said so
and not just made the claim – which pretty much ties it up right there. In the rest of their solution, they have made
similar divisibility claims about 19s, which are far less convincing without supporting working.

Exemplar 2

2 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar makes a great start with the approach work but then the candidate appears to have gotten
confused as to what they are looking for. They have taken out the powers of 2, used the difference-of-two-squares
factorisation, spotted the connection with part (a) and noted the 19 but then abandoned this line of investigation
in favour of the two bracketed terms found from the DOTS factorisation.
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Exemplar 3

1 mark

Examiner commentary
Most candidates correctly started their solution by extracting the largest number of 2s, such as seen in this
exemplar, but were then unable to decide what to do with what was left – in this case, one of the 2s gets put back
in the main part of the expression.

Exemplar 4

1 mark

Examiner commentary
This exemplar shows an initial attempt to use the DOTS factorisation before giving up, scoring only 1 of the 5 marks
available for the factor of 19.
Overall, the most disappointing aspect of the responses to Q8(b) was the small number of candidates who made
the connection to part (a).
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